
Rei nforcement Worksheet Answers

Structure ofthe Atom

fieinforrement (page 27]

Section I
l. It is either the first letter of the name or the first

letter and another letter from its name.
2. Atoms are composed of the nucleus, which is

composed of protons and neutrons, and a cloud
of electrons.

3. Scientists hypothesizr that electrons are not
composed of smaller particles and are one of
the most basic types of particles. Protons and

neutrons are made up of quarks,

4. There are six types of quarks. Possible choices
for name are: top, bottom, up, down, strange, or
charm.

5. Atoms can t be seen clearly so a model is used to
rePresent the atom and its parts.

6. As scientists leam mort and devekop tahnology
to help them visuelize tiny particleq the model
has be'en modified to includc the newknowledge.

7. Thc electron cloud defines the area around the
nucleus in which thc electron can be found. The
electron moves so quiclJy that is impossible to
define an cxact location.

Chemical Reactions

lclnforcement lpage 27)

Scction I
l. zinc and sulfur
2. zincsulfide
3. All are solids.
4. 14 grams
5. H2O, or water,
5. hydrogen and oxygen
7. Both are g:rses

E. liquid
9. It takes rwice as many units of hydrogen as it

does units of oxygen in the reaction.
to. 2
n. cH.(g) + 2or(g) -+ COr(g) + 2HrO(D

- 12. AI2(SO.),(aq) + 3BaClr{aq) -+ 2AlCl(aq) + .
3BaSO,(s)

13. 2Na(s) + CIr(g) + 2NaCI(s)

Scaion z {page 28)
l. zHz+ Oz -+ 2HzO
2. According to the law of conservation of mass,

matter cannot be created or destroyed. There-
fore, in a chemical equation, the sum of the
reactants must equal the sum of the products.

3. H,(g) + ctk) ->2HCl(aq\l. Nld +3Hld -r 2NHr(g)
5. 2li(s) + FeBrr(a4) + 2liBr(ag) + Fe(s)

5. 2Al(r) + 6HCI(aq) +2$Cl,bq\ + 3H,(g)
7, 6ILi(s) + Nr(g) -+ 2Li,N(s)

6.b
9.c

10. e

11. a
12. d
Section z (page 2E)
I. Irctopes iue atoms of the same element that differ

only in the aumber of neutrons in their nucleus.
2. The isotope boron-I0 has one less neutron than

boron-l l.
3. The average atomic mass of an element is the

average mass of the mixture of its isotopes,
4. The two chlorine isotopes have the same number

of protons in their nuclei and the same number of
electrons around their nuclei. However, chlorine-
37 has two more neutrlns in its nucleus than does
chlorine-35.

5. Because these isotoPes occur in equal parts in
nature, the average atomic mass will be sirnply an
avenge of the three atomic masses. Therefore, the
aveflge atomic mass will be 204 amu.


